Long term stability of air processed inkjet infiltrated carbon-based printed perovskite solar cells under intense ultra-violet light soaking † The long term stability of air processed inkjet infiltrated carbon based perovskite solar cells (CPSCs) is investigated under intense ultra-violet light soaking equivalent to 1.5 Sun UV light illumination. Two batches of the fabricated CPSCs were exposed systematically i.e. first without implementing any protective coating and then epoxying the CPSCs through a low cost commonly available epoxy which was applied to serve as a barrier against moisture and humidity intrusion. The CPSCs with no protective layer against moisture and humidity exhibited impressive preliminary stability for hundreds of hours during their exposure to intense UV light and provided great motivation to test the CPSCs further with more optimization. As a result, the CPSCs having commonly available epoxy as a protective barrier exhibited remarkable durability and showed no performance degradation for a period of 1002 hours under intense and continuous 1.5 Sun equivalent UV light illumination proving that the technology is clearly not inherently unstable and that future developments might lead to market breakthroughs.
Perovskite solar cells (PSCs), as next generation photovoltaic devices, have recently shown tremendous potential by competing with existing PV technologies due to a rapid increase in their solar to electrical conversion efficiencies now exceeding 22% and 12% for laboratory sized devices and large area modules respectively. 1,2 Despite exhibiting higher efficiencies, the biggest challenge associated with the traditional geometry of PSCs 3-5 is the lack of long term device stability. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The main cause reported for their degradation is the solubility of the perovskite light absorbing layer in many solvents including water except a few unipolar ones rendering the cell operation in the traditional geometry highly sensitive to moisture intrusion and humidity. 6, 7 Therefore several types of new materials, strategies and device geometries have been introduced to address the aforementioned issues. 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] As a result of these contributions, one class of PSCs i.e. carbon back contact based printable perovskite solar cells (CPSCs) [16] [17] [18] [19] have emerged as a potential candidate which may be produced at low cost due to several factors. For instance the incorporated materials used in this device structure (i.e. TiO 2 , ZrO 2 and carbon nanoparticles) are abundantly available and can be transformed into screen printable pastes and can also be easily stacked through established printing techniques such as screen printing. [16] [17] [18] [19] Additionally, these CPSCs do not utilize the traditional costly hole transporting material (HTM) i.e. spiro-OMeTAD that, along with its additives, has also been identied as a major source of performance degradation during long term stability tests in traditional PSCs. 7, 20 Moreover, the up-scaling of CPSCs may be realized when some of their traditional fabrication steps such as manual inltration of the perovskite precursor solution could be replaced with established automated processes such as inkjet printing which is suitable for large area module manufacturing.
Keeping this fact as the motivation, we recently reported for these CPSCs a successful demonstration of the automated inltration of the perovskite precursor ink through a material inkjet printer 21 and observed their very high long term stability for more than 1000 hours under continuous light illumination equivalent to 1 Sun at 35 C without any encapsulation. 21 These promising stability results encouraged us to investigate further the stability of these air processed inkjet inltrated CPSCs under a new stress i.e. ultra-violet (UV) light which has been identied as one of the key issues for the long term stability of other types of PV systems such as dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), 22, 23 and has raised concerns also in the eld of perovskite solar cells. 8, 24, 25 Hence one batch of inkjet inltrated CPSCs (similar to the cells fabricated in ref. 20) with no encapsulation was initially placed under intense 1.5 Sun UV light illumination in an electronic weather chamber under open circuit conditions with approximately 45% relative air controlled humidity and 40 C temperature of the cells (see details in the ESI †). These test conditions are harsh: already 302 hours of test results in the same total UV irradiation than the standard durability tests of thin-lm terrestrial solar cells aim for.
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Fig . 1 shows the average long term photovoltaic performance of this batch (5 cells) for a period of 751 hours along with their standard deviations whereas the photovoltaic performance of the individual devices is summarized in Table S1 (ESI †). The subjected CPSCs exhibited highly stable performance in the rst 250 hours under UV illumination and an increase in mean J SC (17%) and efficiency (8.6%) was observed ( Fig. 1 and Table  S1 , ESI †). We strongly believe that these initial enhancements in the J SC and the efficiency resulted from additional curing of the perovskite crystals in the UV light aer the initial heating step of the perovskite precursor ink which was executed to transform the liquid ink into crystals of the perovskite light absorbing layer and its curing for 1 hour (see ESI †). The initial short term stability (for the rst 250 hours) of this batch of CPSCs also suggested that despite the high porosity, the thick carbon (12-14 mm) and then thinner ZrO 2 (1-2 mm) were remarkably able to protect the perovskite light absorbing layer against the maintained humidity and UV illumination in the electronic aging chamber without any encapsulation.
Nevertheless over a longer period of time, the signs of degradation in the CPSCs of this batch appeared: parts of the dark-brown colored perovskite layer (in fresh CPSCs, Fig. 2a and b) slowly changed to yellow following 751 hours of aging ( Fig. 2c  and d ) which can be correlated with the disappearance of HI and CH 3 NH 2 and formation of lead iodide (PbI 2 ) as indicated elsewhere. 6, 26, 27 This transformation into PbI 2 was also observed around the edges of carbon electrodes in our rst report regarding the inkjet inltration of perovskite precursor ink into these CPSCs and was also conrmed through XRD analysis. 21 As a result, both the initial average J SC and power conversion efficiency (PCE) were reduced by $25% and 28%, respectively, due to the performance degradation in the individual cells of this batch (Fig. 1a -e, Table S1-ESI †). Fig. 3 shows the J-V curve of the degraded CPSC shown in Fig. 2 . Nevertheless, the V OC only decreases marginally by 2.7% and the FF of the fabricated devices even improved compensating for the decrease in J SC , attesting to the strong stability of the carbon layer as the back contact of the CPSCs and reveals that the durability of these CPSCs may be improved if the perovskite light absorbing layer could be additionally protected from moisture penetration.
The device geometry of these CPSCs allows great freedom for selecting the sealing method. The durability of the protective carbon layer made it possible to simply apply commonly available slow drying viscous epoxy as the sealant of the cells. The epoxy does not penetrate into the pores of the printed carbon electrode nor into the photo-active area and provides an opportunity to easily block the pores of the non-active areas of the device. Therefore one more batch (batch 2) consisting of 7 CPSCs was subjected again in the aforementioned electronic weather chamber to heavy UV light illumination; this time the active and non-active porous areas of each cell were protected with the slow drying epoxy as shown in Fig. 4a and b (see ESI †). Fig. 5a -e depict the average photovoltaic performance of 7 CPSCs of batch 2 along with their standard deviations whereas Table S2 † lists the photovoltaic performance of the individual devices (see ESI †). As expected, the overall photovoltaic performance of this batch was remarkably improved during the long term stability test which was conducted over a longer period of 1002 h (Fig. 5a -e, Table S2 †). The average J SC and efficiency of this batch were retained at the initial level during the aging hours. Although signs of degradation appeared again at the edges of the devices (Fig. 4c and d ) -possibly as a result of incomplete covering of the edge areas of the cells by the protective layers -the data presented in Fig. 5 (a-e) endorse that these changes did not affect the efficiency of the cells during the aging test. In comparison with the rst cell batch, the degradation rate was signicantly suppressed aer applying the epoxy as a barrier to moisture and humidity. Fig. 6 shows the initial and nal (aer 1002 hours of UV aging) J-V curves of a stable CPSC sealed with epoxy from batch 2 that is depicted in Fig. 4 . A similar enhancement in the photovoltaic performance Table S1 , ESI †) shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 4(a and d) .
is also observed in our earlier report where the devices were kept in a vacuum for 3 weeks (ref. 21 ) which suggests that further performance enhancements in the fabricated devices are possible if the moisture and air intrusion could be blocked. We believe that this is an important nding since the epoxy can also be potentially applied in a more professional manner through established printing techniques such as screen printing. Thus it can also be integrated as a fabrication step in the realization of fully printed CPSCs.
Additionally the changes in the appearance of the active areas of the cells were quantitatively analyzed by using a camera imaging technique as demonstrated in our earlier report for CPSCs 21 (see ESI †). Fig. 7 illustrates the appearance of a yellow color (with the decrease of the blue pixel value and increase in other pixel values) on the interior of the active area of the cells in batch 1 during the aging test. PbI 2 is yellow in color, so it seems that the cells in batch 1 are losing perovskite not only from the edges of the cells, which is visible to the eye from Fig. 2c and d but also from the central areas of the cells (Fig. 2c) . On the other hand, the only change in color for the epoxy-protected CPSCs of batch 2 has been observed at the very edges of the cells (Fig. 4c) . This did not penetrate towards the active area of the CPSCs (Fig. 4c and d ). This suggests that there were no chemical changes that could signicantly affect the color of the perovskite light absorbing layer and consequently supports the reason for the high stability in the photovoltaic performance of the fabricated devices.
Furthermore, the structural stability of the fabricated CPSCs for both batches was also cross-checked by performing microarea mapping through an XRD technique which is summarized in Fig. 8 with the patterns of perovskite (COD 4335634), 28 lead iodide (ICSD 68819), 3, 29 and graphite (COD 9011577, contained in the carbon paste used in the cells). 30 Initially, PbI 2 was not visible in the cells with or without epoxy sealing. In accordance with the camera imaging analysis, clear PbI 2 peaks appear in the aged cell of batch 1 whereas the cell from batch 2 shows no marks of PbI 2 even aer the aging test (Fig. 8) . The clear degradation in the CPSCs also suppresses the perovskite peaks of the sample of batch 1. Additionally, no signicant differences between the spectra of fresh and aged cells of batch 2 were observed which indicates that the epoxy-protected cells have indeed been structurally stable during the aging.
To further support the aforementioned interpretations, time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) studies (see ESI † for details) were also carried out in order to investigate the efficiency of charge injection and collection, and the transport efficiency between the interfaces of the cells. PL decay graphs, for the peak maximum of 770 nm upon laser pulse excitation around 650 nm, of representative samples from batch 1 and batch 2 are shown in Fig. 9 . The pre-exponential amplitudes and Hence all the aforementioned key observations suggest that the perovskite light absorbing layer can potentially exhibit long term stability in this interesting conguration of PSCs by utilizing very low cost and commonly available epoxies such as those used in this report which not only keep the active layer alive but also provide a possible additional barrier against the intrusion of moisture and humidity. Although the popular manual doctor-blade method was used for the deposition of the epoxy as a moisture barrier in this experiment, we also intend to apply the established screen printing technique as a material deposition method for such epoxy resins in our future work which has been realized as an effective method to achieve reproducible results and can be easily integrated for the realization of fully printed PSCs.
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In conclusion we successfully demonstrated again the very high stability of CPSCs (which are produced through nonvacuum based scalable processes such as screen printing or inkjet printing) in heavy ultra-violet light soaking. The CPSCs passing a 1000 hour aging test under visible illumination 21 is already a good result. Here, we have shown the impressive durability of the same cell type during its exposure to extreme 1.5 Sun UV illumination for hundreds of hours without any sealing of the air atmosphere. Finally, we have demonstrated an even more remarkable pass of a 1002 hour test under the same 1.5 Sun UV illumination in air using only a simple epoxy glue sealing of the cells. The total amount of UV irradiation during the test actually even exceeds the targets for the commercial terrestrial thin-lm cells. 24 The results presented in this work are therefore very promising from the commercialization view point of perovskite solar cells -the technology is clearly not inherently unstable and future developments might lead to market breakthroughs. 
